Welcome to the Train Tracker Estimated Arrivals beta test service, which gives you estimated arrival information for CTA trains!

Also, be sure to visit Train Tracker Help & Notes to learn more about this new service (and to tell us what you think).

Pick a stop, get arrivals.

First, pick a route:  Red Line  Blue Line  Brown Line  Green Line  Orange Line  Purple Line  Pink Line  Yellow Line

Then, pick a stop: [ Green Line Stops ]  Next ↠
AVAILABLE ON WEB-ENABLED PHONES
AVAILABLE ON ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS
Next round of public meetings will begin at the end of the month
Meetings will provide several different plans for improvements
Times and locations of meetings available on CTA’s website
2010 RIDERSHIP REPORT
4th Quarter 2010 Ridership

127.8 million rides provided from October thru December

- System: Down 2.2 Mil., -1.6%
- Bus: Down 3 Mil., -5.4%
- Rail: Up 1 Mil., +4.2%
ANNUAL 2010 RIDERSHIP

516.9 million rides provided in 2010

- System: DOWN 4.4 Mil. (-0.8%)
- Bus: DOWN 2.7 Mil. (-4.0%)
- Rail: UP 3 Mil. (+4.1%)
Ridership is still 7.8% higher than a decade ago
PRESIDENT’S REPORT

January 12, 2011